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Welcome
A very warm welcome to our annual BAcC conference
After last year’s hiatus,
I am very glad that this
year we can re-start
our annual conference
tradition. Although we
are still not able to meet
in person, our Learning
and Events Manager,
Helen Gibb, together with
the BAcC team and input from many BAcC members
has been able to put a fantastic programme onto our
online conference stage.
Celebrating our Profession is the theme of
this year’s conference and we have very good
reason to celebrate. Just the other day a colleague
told me she was so happy that she was an
acupuncturist and still, after over 25 years of
practice, in awe of the magic of acupuncture. During
lockdown, we have made progress putting ourselves
out as health practitioners who help people with
their anxieties, with Long Covid and with many
painful chronic conditions so often neglected by
other conventional treatments.

The sessions and its speakers in this year’s
conference are indeed celebrating acupuncture, its
world-wide presence and its tradition with all its
diversity. We will be celebrating our education and
how we work, be it one-to-one or in multibeds, and
we will be hearing about how we can integrate the
medicines of the East and the West.
I am very much looking forward also to hearing more
about the more practical sides of our profession:
how to run a business successfully, how to use our
intuition and how we can prevent burnout with the
demands of our practice and daily life. I would like to
thank all the speakers for their time and look forward
to being inspired by their talks and discussions.
I am very grateful to our sponsors: Sue Wen Herbs and
The Northern College of Acupuncture who are helping
to make this conference possible. I look forward to
seeing many of you at the conference and hearing your
voices through questions and in discussions.

Pia Huber MBAcC
Practitioner Director, BAcC Chair
I am delighted to
welcome you back to
the British Conference
of Acupuncture and
Oriental Medicine. It’s
been a whirlwind four
months since I started
the role to bring this
event to you all, which
I couldn’t have done without the contributions
of many. Thank you to Pia Huber, Susan Evans,
Alan Longcroft, Paul Blacker and Ian Appleyard
for helping me to pull the programme together.
Thank you also to those of you who completed the
programme suggestions survey back in June – with
several topic and speaker suggestions making it
into the programme.
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This really is an event created by members, for
members - and the wider acupuncture community.
Thank you also to my BAcC colleagues who are
helping in the background throughout the weekend
to make sure the two days run smoothly, as well as
their support in the lead-up to this weekend.
With such a celebratory theme to the conference, I
know we all wish we could be celebrating together in
person, but you will be pleased to hear that plans are
already in the works to be back with a bang in 2022!
In the meantime, I hope you enjoy the first online
BAcC conference.

Helen Gibb
Learning and Events Manager
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Day one
Saturday 18 September
8.30am - 9.00am

Celebrating movement - qigong (optional session)
Start your morning with a calm and meditative qigong session.
Sen Liew

9.00am - 9.10am

Welcome: Pia Huber

9.10am - 9.30am

Celebrating acupuncture across the world
An introduction to the European Traditional Chinese Medicine Association
(ETCMA), its aims and objectives for acupuncture education, research and wider.
Ricardo Teixeira

9.30am - 10.30am

Celebrating tradition and diversity
Our experts will provide a five minute introduction and history on their
style of acupuncture before discussing the importance of diversity in the
profession, followed by a Q&A session.
Sarah Attwell – Chair
Stephen Birch – Japanese Meridian Therapy
Conny Copper – Yin Style Ba Gua
Roisin Golding – Stems and Branches
Felicity Moir – TCM
Julie Reynolds – Five elements

10.30am - 10.40am

Giovanni Maciocia and Su Wen Herbs
Jason Smith Zamaria

10.40am - 11.05am

Break and meet with exhibitors
Visit our sponsors who will be providing some presentations
and answering your questions in their breakout rooms.
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Celebrating research
Like it or not the development of acupuncture will be affected by research.
The evidence base for acupuncture is more positive than many realise. We
can all play a part, great or small, in getting the message out. This session
celebrates some of the work that has been done with the hope of inspiring
future projects.
Introduction: Ian Appleyard

Choose your
breakout session

BREAKOUT ONE

BREAKOUT TWO

ACU-Track: Collecting Evidence
in Real World Acupuncture Practice

Anxiety Feasibility Study
and compared acupuncture
with CBT treatment of GAD
(Generalised Anxiety Disorder)

Spod Dutton, Nick Lowe

Cinzia Scorzon

12.05pm - 1.05pm

Developing your business mindset

Mentoring-Supervision

Choose your
breakout session

Join this session to learn how to
attract the right patients for you
to build a sustainable, rewarding
practice. We’ll look at your business
mindset around finances and charging
appropriately for the value that you
offer and how to demonstrate this
through a professional website and
social media in a way that feels
friendly and effortless.

The tradition of acupuncture
contained the master-pupil
relationship: learning through
discussion and example. Often one
of the best ways to improve your
understanding is to try and explain
something to somebody else.
Mentoring-Supervision it’s
not necessarily the same as master
pupil; however, it does offer benefits
to both parties and reflects the
traditional way of learning. This
session celebrates what has been
done and points the way to how
to get involved.

Stacey Chapman, Ian Stones

Joseph Ogbonna, Cathy Chapman,
Susannah Bentley

1.05pm - 1.50pm

Do more with less – use your intuition
We all have the faculty of intuition but how can you use it to improve your
diagnoses and treatments? And how do you call upon it when you need some
help in the treatment room? This talk will answer both questions and enhance
your intuitive skills.
John Hamwee

1.50pm - 2.00pm

Closing remarks: Susan Evans

2.00pm onwards

Meet with exhibitors
If you don’t find time to visit our exhibitors during the day, visit their breakout
rooms following the close of day one instead.
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Day two
Sunday 19 September
8.30am - 9.00am

Celebrating movement – self-tuina (optional session)
Start your morning with a tutorial on self-tuina.
Alexander Evans

9.00am - 9.10am

Welcome: Alan Longcroft

9.10am - 10.10am

Celebrating our education
Establishing and maintaining agreed educational standards is one of a
major achievement by the BAcC and the British Acupuncture Accreditation
Board. As a way of celebrating these breakout sessions allow students from
various colleges to present case studies. This gives the opportunity for those
practice to see Chinese medicine through the eyes of those have recently
joined the profession.
Introduction: Janice Booth (BAAB)

Choose your
breakout session

BREAKOUT ONE

BREAKOUT TWO

BREAKOUT THREE

Lessons from a first
year student

Learning from
Observation in a
Teaching Clinic

An alternative direction

Josh Barrow (ICOM)

Clearing a misted
mind and supporting
the Heart
Chloe Chattington (CICM)

Kate Ritchie (NCA)

Exploring the Use
of Five Element
Acupuncture
in the Treatment
of Chronic Gout

Richard Bills (Lincoln)

Amenorrhea:
when acupuncture
wasn’t enough
Andrea Dewhurst (CCA)

Sarah Christian (TAA)

10.15am - 10.55am

Acupuncture – a biomedical perspective
This presentation will give an overview of the broad mechanisms underlying
the effects of acupuncture seen in clinical practice with some tips for
maximising these effects and avoiding nocebo. In recent years there has
been an increasing focus on anti-inflammatory effects of acupuncture, and
particularly electroacupuncture at ST36. These will be discussed along with
some clinic experiences of the BMAS London Teaching clinic.
Mike Cummings
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Break and meet with exhibitors
Visit our sponsors who will be providing some presentations
and answering your questions in their breakout rooms.

11.25am - 12.05pm

Celebrating different clinical settings
Delegates will be randomly placed into breakout rooms, this session will not
be recorded. There are now a multitude of settings in which acupuncture is
being practised: Multi beds/ one to one/ home visits/ in GP practices/ charity
projects/ hospices. In these breakout sessions members will be able to share
experiences about the challenges and benefits of the settings in which they
practice. This will give others the chance to consider whether getting involved
in a new practice location is for them. It will also give the opportunity to find
out how to go about establishing or getting involved in a project.

12.05pm - 12.50pm

Celebrating integration: acupuncture/CM and IVF
This session celebrates how acupuncture and Chinese medicine can
integrate with biomedical healthcare. The flexibility of acupuncture as an
ancient therapy able to adapt to specifically modern problems is something
that should be celebrated. One of the clearest examples of this integration is
with IVF treatments. This talk will introduce commonly used IVF protocols and
drugs. Chinese medicine treatment strategies according to IVF protocols and
regime will be discussed. These include: acupuncture preparation before IVF;
during IVF and after Embryos Transfer; during early pregnancy. Case studies
will be used to illustrate the integration of acupuncture/Chinese medicine with
IVF. There will also be a brief overview of the research conducted in this area.
Liqin Zhao

12.50pm - 1.50pm

Long Covid: your questions discussed
Many of us will already be seeing cases of long Covid presenting in our
clinics. All of those attending the conference will be invited to ask a question
related to long Covid or raise an issue for discussion. These will be discussed
by the panel.
Ian Appleyard - Chair
Michelle Aris - Traditional and classical acupuncture
Tim Davis - TCM & Jing Fang
Alex Jacobs - Diet/nutrition
Michelle Venter - Five elements
Merlin Young - Moxa

1.50pm - 2.00pm

Closing remarks: Jennifer Norton

2.00pm onwards

Meet with exhibitors
If you don’t find time to visit our sponsors during the event, use this time to
pop into their breakout rooms. They’ll be providing more presentations and
answering your questions.
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Speakers and Chairs
Ian Appleyard
Ian’s acupuncture training includes: BSc from Westminster University; studying
with a private practitioner in Japan, Ikeda Yuji; clinical training in Shanghai;
a year at the Jiangsu Provincial Hospital of TCM, Nanjing. He has worked as a
private practitioner in Hove and Kendal. He was course director for Acupuncture
at London South Bank University from 2008-2018. His PhD, Acupuncture and
moxibustion for osteoarthritis of the knee: a component analysis approach, was
completed in 2018.

Michelle Aris
Michelle Aris has a particular interest in using the complement channels of
acupuncture – the Luo Mai, Divergent Channels, Eight Extraordinary Channels
and Sinew Channels. She feels very privileged and deeply grateful to have
access to teaching on these channels through lectures presented by Master
Jeffrey Yuen and through the teaching of his senior student Ann Cecil-Sterman.
Michelle continues the tradition of apprenticeship within Chinese medicine by
apprenticing to her mentor within the lineage, Dr Hung Tran.

Sarah Attwell
Sarah is a former Chair of the BAcC’s Governing Board, Joint Programme Leader
for Chinese Medicine at the College of Integrated Chinese Medicine, and a
staunch advocate for rigorous training standards in acupuncture. She believes
passionately that Chinese Medicine’s deep history – and the diversity this history
has sired – is our profession’s greatest strength. Sarah studied at the College of
Integrated Chinese Medicine and practices a blend of Five Element and TCM.

Josh Barrow
Josh has just completed his first year at the International College of Oriental
Medicine (ICOM). He’s loved starting to uncover the secrets and ancient wisdom
of Chinese Medicine and can’t wait to continue on this journey. His previous
background is in building digital learning solutions for global organisations
and currently works part-time as a Product Manager for a start-up. He loves
volunteering and helping others, which is what drew him to Acupuncture.
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Susannah Bentley
Susannah recently graduated from the Northern College of Acupuncture (NCA)
in June 2019. After a long career in customer service in the NHS she pursued her
dream of helping others in a more holistic way. She has gone on to build her own
private practice in York and is also still involved in the NCA providing support
tutoring on the points stream. Whilst studying for her degree, Susannah became
passionate about women’s health, particularly the menopause/peri-menopause
and is now undertaking post graduate training in this area.

Richard Bills
Richard began his training in 2016 with a level 4 course in Sports Massage.
Followed by further training through continued professional development
courses; his skills now include dry needling, manipulation along with a
number of strapping and taping methods. He is a registered Osteomyologist
and is currently working to advance his skillset through studying a degree in
Traditional Chinese Acupuncture.

Stephen Birch
Stephen Birch has practised Japanese acupuncture since 1982 and Toyohari
Meridian Therapy since 1989. He has authored a number of books on Japanese
acupuncture (Hara Diagnosis; Japanese Acupuncture; Chasing the Dragon’s
Tail; Shonishin) and the history of acupuncture (Understanding Acupuncture;
Restoring Order in Health and Chinese Medicine). He teaches in many countries,
is a researcher, Associate Professor in Oslo, Norway and has published dozens
of papers.

Janice Booth
Janice Booth is a senior lecturer and Programme leader for Chinese Medicine
at the College of Integrated Chinese medicine. Her acupuncture clinic is based
in Swindon.
Past President of the BAcC, Janice has been involved in many areas of BAcC
work, including Education, Admissions, Conference and Student services.
Janice’s commitment to BAAB dovetails with a life-long dedication to education,
to maximising best practice from the joint perspectives of teaching and learning.
She currently sits on BAAB as a practitioner representative.
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Cathy Chapman
Cathy Chapman has been practising acupuncture since 2003. Her journey
as a practitioner has included working for the NHS as an acupuncturist,
joining the BAcC governing board, chairing their professional standards and
regulatory committee and becoming a mother; juggling treating patients at
home in between breast feeding hungry babies.
During the many delights and challenges of being an acupuncturist, supervision
and mentoring has become an abiding passion for Cathy as well as a necessity.

Stacey Chapman
Stacey is the founder of Swish IT, specialising in website design, technical support
and training for wellbeing businesses. She is also a licensed acupuncturist,
member of the British Acupuncture Council and supervisor/mentor.
She helps her clients bring the vision of their business to life in the virtual
world. She combines more than 20 years of experience in IT with the practical
knowledge of running her own successful Acupuncture Practice to guide
clients through the maze of the online world, helping them to grow their online
presence, increase their revenue and connect with their clients.

Chloe Chattington
Chloe is currently in clinic at the College of Integrated Chinese Medicine.
Chloe was drawn to Acupuncture for its artistic approach to health care.
After previously studying Art, she enjoyed the creative process of understanding
a patient and then using this knowledge to tailor a treatment that is unique
for them.
Outside of College, Chloe lives in Cheltenham and works part time for a bakery
and enjoys trail running and van life.

Sarah Christian
Sarah is newly graduated from The Acupuncture Academy in Leamington Spa.
She has recently opened her practise, offering five element acupuncture to
patients just outside Birmingham.
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Conny Cooper
Conny Cooper qualified in Acupuncture from the LCTA in 2006 and in Chinese
Herbal Medicine from the University of Westminster in 2015. She is a long-term
student of Andrew Nugent-Head from the Association for Traditional Studies,
having spent over 300 hours in his teaching clinic in Asheville, USA.
She particularly values the tangible perspective of Chinese Medicine taught in
Yin Style Ba Gua. Conny is the CEO of the Register of Chinese Herbal Medicine.

Mike Cummings
Mike is Medical Director of the British Medical Acupuncture Society (BMAS). He
runs the BMAS London Teaching Clinic (LTC) and has organised and lectured on
BMAS courses for over 25 years. He is an associate editor for the Medline-listed
journal Acupuncture in Medicine, and is an Honorary Clinical Specialist at the
Royal London Hospital for Integrated Medicine, which is part of the University
College London Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust. He has published extensively
in the field of Western medical acupuncture.

Tim Davis
Tim Davis has been in practice for over 30 years. Originally trained in five
elements in the 80s, he then studied Herbal Medicine at CICM. He also studied
with Giovanni Maciocia, and more recently Jing Fang with Suzanne Robideaux.
Tim worked with patients with Covid at the start of the pandemic, starting
online with herbs, mainly using Jing Fang. More recently he has treated long
Covid and vaccination side-effects with acupuncture and herbs. Tim has found
five element, TCM and Jing Fang have all been effective in supporting patients
through Covid and long Covid.

Andrea Dewhurst
Acupuncture super-fan, knowledge seeker, owned by children and dogs.
Andrea qualified, in July 2021, from the City College of Acupuncture after three
years and a small amount of COVID disruption. Andrea is fully aware that those
three years were only the start of her learning. The stabilisers have just been
taken off, but she is keeping the hat firmly on.
Andrea is based in Hertfordshire and will be offering mobile acupuncture
treatments, throughout the county.
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Susan Evans
Susan has been a practitioner of traditional acupuncture since 1987, initially
studying five element acupuncture then a few years later integrating TCM into
her practice. She moved back from England to her native Northern Ireland 15
years ago where she now runs a busy multidisciplinary clinic with 12 therapists.
In her clinic she practises a mixture of both five element and TCM acupuncture.
She now works as a mentor/supervisor, supporting practitioners in their work
and regularly attends supervision herself. She has also been a regional group
coordinator in Northern Ireland.

Roisin Golding
Roisin Golding has been practicing acupuncture for 35 years. Her book,
‘The Complete Stems and Branches: Time and Space in Classical Acupuncture’
is the definitive guide to Huang Lao acupuncture, and she has lectured on the
relationship between Han Dynasty cosmology and acupuncture at Yunnan
University in China and in England. Roisin was an expert advisor on acupuncture
to the World Health Organisation. Her regular column, ‘Healing Sense’,
was syndicated by the Los Angeles Times to over fifty countries.

John Hamwee
John Hamwee is an experienced acupuncturist, zero balancer and
teacher. He is the author of seven books including Intuitive Acupuncture,
Experiencing Acupuncture, and Acupuncture for New Practitioners.

Pia Huber
Pia qualified as acupuncturist and naturopath in 2007 from the College of
Naturopathic Medicine (CNM) in London and became a BAcC member in 2008,
through the interview process. In her clinic she practises TCM acupuncture. Pia
has recently completed the mentoring/supervision course and is a member of
the steering committee of the Acupuncture Childbirth Team London. Pia reviews
articles submitted to academic journals including the European Journal of
Integrated Medicine, Journal of Alternative and Complementary Medicine, and
she is an editor of complementary therapy books for Kiener Press.
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Alex Jacobs
Alex is an acupuncturist, herbalist and tui na practitioner currently practising
in West Hampstead. He has a passion for Chinese medicine self-help and
teaches Yang Sheng techniques, dietary therapy, Tai Chi and Qigong regularly to
the public. He became interested in Chinese medicine while studying Mandarin
in Taiwan and regularly returns there to continue his studies. He organised the
RCHM conference for 8 years and is currently RCHM president.

Sen Liew
Sen trained in Yang-style, Wudang Taichi, Buddhist and Taoist Qigong,
Hatha yoga, Acupuncture, Chinese medicine, Tuina, Shiatsu, Yangsheng,
Shi Liao cooking, professional cookery (C&G UK and AHMA USA). He grew up
in a Buddhist and Taoist family, with grandparents who were devoted Taichi,
Qigong meditation practitioners. Sen has been fortunate to learn under the
guidance of family as well as study with other outstanding masters in China and
UK. He has been teaching for over 20 years, running retreats in Taichi, Qigong,
Yoga, Tuina and Yangsheng cooking in Europe and China.

Alan Longcroft
Alan has undertaken study at three of the six current BAAB-accredited colleges
in acupuncture, tuina and Chinese herbal medicine, and taken every opportunity
to contribute to the acupuncture profession. He hopes to provide a balanced
perspective to our board between accessibility to acupuncture, historical
perspective and representing our high standard.

Nick Lowe
Nick is an experienced acupuncture and tuina practitioner holding an MSc in
Acupuncture Research. He is the co-founder and lead research for ACU-Track,
an innovative new research initiative focussing on collecting clinical outcomes
data in real-world acupuncture practice. Nick has been awarded a Junior
Research Scholarship from the Society for Acupuncture Research (SAR) for this
project as well as a BAcC research grant.
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Felicity Moir
Felicity have been a practitioner of acupuncture for 40 years and was the course
leader for a BSc (Hons) CM: Acupuncture at the University of Westminster for
20 years. Her interest in education was behind her Doctorate in Education,
which involved research into how we assess students’ clinical practice. Felicity
has worked closely with the BAcC and the BAAB in producing the Standards
of Education and Training for Acupuncture and is currently chair of the BAcC
Education Committee.

Jennifer Norton
Jennifer provides leadership for the management of the British Acupuncture
Council (BAcC) which includes responsibility for the BAcC’s executive and
financial management. Working closely with the Governing Board, she is
responsible for the implementation of our long-term strategy, budget and
business plan. Jennifer began her career as publications officer for the Nutrition
Society in 2006, following a BSc in Human Nutrition at the University of
Westminster. As director of secretariat services at the Nutrition Society, Jennifer
was responsible for charity administration and governance. She also set up the
eNutrition Academy (eNA), a charity to support African scientists creating online
content to enable open access to learning modules.

Joseph Ogbonna
Joseph is an independent coach, trainer and facilitator, and director of Ruuvand
Ltd, a learning and development provider to education, private and third-sector
organisations. A natural strategic thinker, he has a substantial track record in
coaching, advising and training executives, entrepreneurs, and senior managers,
consultancy and mentoring.
Joseph sits on the BAcC Governing Board as a Non-Practitioner Director.

Julie Reynolds
After graduating from The College of Traditional Acupuncture (CTA) in the
early 2000s, Julie completed an MSc in Health Research at York University. For
her thesis, she ran an RCT of Five Element acupuncture for IBS, supervised by
the late Hugh McPherson. She returned to CTA in 2006 to teach, and became
Head of Research. After CTA closed, in 2011, Julie co-founded The Acupuncture
Academy (TAA) in Leamington Spa, with Jen Wade. TAA gained full BAAB
accreditation in 2014. Julie obtained BACC research funding in 2019 to run a
pragmatic study of 5E acupuncture for student mental wellbeing, the incredible
results of which will be published soon!
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Kate Ritchie
Kate Ritchie is a recent graduate from the Northern College of Acupuncture and
now works as an associate in a busy and established practice in West Yorkshire.
Before training to become an acupuncturist she spent over 10 years working as
an Occupational Therapist in the NHS, primarily in the field of Mental Health.
Kate is also a qualified aromatherapist and exercise instructor who loves being
outdoors and exploring the countryside with her family in their campervan.

Cinzia Scorzon
Cinzia, a Chinese medicine practitioner, is senior lecturer at the University of
Westminster. Gaining an MSc in Chinese Medicine at NCA, York, and a Masters
in Chinese Herbal Medicine at the University of Westminster, Cinzia spent 18
months in Shanghai, completing fieldwork for her dissertation investigating the
first Chinese acumoxa textbooks for TCM universities. Later studying in Japan and
South Korea as well as presenting at several international conferences. She’s been
working in practice since 1984 and teaching in the UK and internationally. Before
the pandemic, she conducted a small scale research project comparing cognitive
behavioural therapy with acupuncture in treating generalised anxiety disorders (GAD).

Ian Stones
Ian Stones is an experienced practitioner running clinics in Farnham and Hove.
He is particularly passionate about supporting men through their fertility journey
and campaigning for equality in fertility services, recognising the unspoken
toll on men going through fertility treatment. Ian worked as Student Services
Manager and Safe Practice Officer for the BAcC for 11 years before developing
his business. Ian recognises the challenges practitioners face in building a
“successful” practice and has developed a unique approach to his business,
ensuring clients get the highest level of support.

Jason Smith Zamaria
Jason Smith Zamaria, is teacher, author and TCM practitioner based in
Madrid, Spain. Jason runs a TCM school (jasonsmithmtc.com) and collaborated
with Giovanni Maciocia for several years. He translated Giovanni’s worldrenowned textbook, The Foundations of Chinese Medicine into Spanish and
is a core member of the Su Wen Herbs Practitioner Support Team. Jason will
be presenting and taking questions on the Su Wen Herbs supplements at
the conference.
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Ricardo Teixeira
Ricardo is an Acupuncturist and Traditional Chinese Medicine Specialist
in Portugal. Member of Executive Committee of the ETCMA (European
Traditional Chinese Medicine Association), head of the Advocacy Committee.
He started TCM training in the APA-DA in 2003, internship in Chengdu
University of Traditional Chinese Medicine in 2009 and in 2017 another
internship in México with Dr. Roberto González. A postgraduate course in
Instituto Van Nghi – Portugal and several courses within the field of TCM.
Invited speaker to several conference and congress across Europe. Funding
member of the WADO and part of the organization committee of the World
Acupuncture Day on the UNESCO Building in Paris. Currently attending a
bachelor degree in Clinic Physiology.

Michelle Venter
Michelle graduated from The Acupuncture Academy after gaining an honours
degree level Professional Licentiate in Acupuncture with distinction. In 2019 was
recruited by TAA to join a team of acupuncturists working on the BAcC funded
pragmatic study of 5E acupuncture for student mental wellbeing, and the results
which will soon be published were amazing. Michelle is currently on the BAcC
Education Committee.

Merlin Young
Merlin Young (with Jenny Craig) is co-founder of the Moxafrica charity.
Ssystematically investigating the clinical viability of using moxa to help recovery
from drug-resistant TB, their investigations (in Africa and North Korea) have
revealed compelling scientific data with additional evidence that moxa might
actually help prevent activation of the infection. Switching to Long-COVID they
speculate that, by ‘stoking’ the host immune system, simple moxa therapy might
similarly benefit long-haulers anywhere in the world.

Liqin Zhao
Liqin Zhao has been President of ATCM since 2018. She’s a visiting professor
at Henan University of TCM, where she graduated from in 1985, and was a
TCM consultant in the Luoyang TCM Hospital in China before establishing her
own clinic in the UK in 1997. Liqin Zhao specialises in women’s conditions and
infertility, working in collaboration with gynaecologists from hospitals, and has
published 50 academic papers. She is Vice President of both the Gynaecological
Committee and Zhong Jing Academic Inheritance and Innovation Committee of
the World Federation of Chinese Medicine Societies.
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Platinum Sponsor

Designed in 1994 by Giovanni Maciocia®, world-renowned author,
acupuncturist and herbalist, Su Wen Herbs® supplements are based
on his over 39 years of research and clinical experience, to better
address patterns displayed by patients in modern practice.
Manufactured in the Netherlands to comply with HACCP guidelines and
relaunched in the UK, to the BHMA’s GHMSS herbal standards and
food safety standards, we are proud to be a BHMA approved practitioner
supplier. The Su Wen Herbs® range of formulae consists of three lines:
The Three Treasures®

Women’s Treasure®

The Little Treasures®

Classical Formulae
for the Modern World

Traditional Formulae
for the Modern Woman

Ancient Formulae
for the Modern Child

Please note, practitioners must be fully qualified and insured
to prescribe these food supplements.
We are also the official UK supplier of Giovanni Maciocia’s® widely-acclaimed acupuncture
and Chinese medicine textbooks, available at the lowest prices with free shipping.

View Su Wen Herbs’ virtual stand programme

suwenpress.co.uk

Bronze Sponsor

The Northern College of Acupuncture is delighted to be
back at the BAcC conference running our very first virtual
stand. We are showcasing our MSc/PGDip in Chinese Herbal
Medicine (places still available for the course starting
in October 2021), our totally online master’s courses for
acupuncture practitioners, and presenting “The Practitioner
Hub” – our exciting new CPD/Supervision service. Come and
meet us to find out more about how you can develop as
a practitioner with the NCA.

View the NCA virtual stand programme

nca.ac.uk
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BAcC
Conference
2022
Coming to you
September next year!

We’re hopeful we’ll be able to bring the conference back to you in
person next September, as well as online – we’ll be going hybrid!
Exact dates, timings, location and venue will be confirmed in
due course. To express your interest in attending, please contact:
events@acupuncture.org.uk
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